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Start with the excitement of old-time radio dramas, and add action- packed stories, intriguing

mysteries, and lessons in faith. The result? Adventures in Odyssey! This collection of previously

released episodes will introduce new listeners to the characters and places that make Odyssey,

well, Odyssey. This 3-CD set also includes a collector's booklet.
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Our only complaint is the first 2 stories were on the previous CD set too. We LOVE Adventures in

Odyssey and are going to keep buying them all to listen and share with others. We tried to listen to

a book on tape the other day from the library, and the kids were bored to tears because they've

been spoiled by the amazing stories, voices, and sounds from Odyssey.

I gave this as a Christmas gift for my nephew. I bought this series from Focus on the Family when

my kids were young and they loved listening to them for hours. If you are looking for something for

kids that has moral and family values this is a great idea. Kids can listen to this at night to wind

down or instead of TV time this is a great alternative.

It has repeats from the volume 1 cd plus it is not placed in chronological order. There are at least 3

episodes that happen before one of the episodes on this volume. It was disappointing, because I



am planning on buying all of the volumes and listen to them in the order they occur. I already own a

few volumes in casset form that is how I know this volume is missing some episodes that set up for

Connie going to LA. My cassets are getting worn out and I am missing a lot of volumes. I am

wanting to upgrade to cd.

My kids love these. They are very well done. One word of warning would be that they aren't geared

for young ears. I wasn't expecting some of the content to be geared for a more mature audience

(maybe 8 or 9 in my opinion--depends on the kid). Since we have younger children (5 and under),

they only get to listen to a few of the stories until they are older.

If you are not familiar with Adventures in Odyssey, you will be soon enough with these CDs! They

are wonderfully made and will transport you right to the little town of Odyssey. You do not need to

know anything about the radio show to get into any of these stories and do not have to listen to

them "in order". Our children love to listen to these before bed on their CD player (set with the sleep

timer) as well as in our van. The characters are timeless and the stories are brief enough to keep

even a three year old interested and listening. The actors do not seem like they are "reading" their

parts and the addition of sound effects and music complete the imaginary transport into their world.

We have many of these CDs and have given them as gifts.We are Roman Catholic and the stories

do not conflict with our truthful teachings. Enjoy!

Awesome! My 3 & 5 year old listen to these at bedtime & love them! We also give these for birthday

gifts---great set for an introduction to Adventures in Odyssey!

Who doesn't like Odyssey? The only downside to this disc is that if you turn your car off before the

cd player, the timing is off...like it keeps playing?? Super weird but fixed by turning cd player off

first!.Love AiO!

LOVE Adventures in Odyssey! My kids loved listening to Wit and the Gang, and now I'm buying

them for my grandkids....TRADITION!
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